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PRESS RELEASE

Staffordshire St presents Unattributable Briefs: Act One, a solo exhibition by Rudy
Loewe (b.1987). This body of new work looks towards Black Power movements in
the English-speaking Caribbean during the 1960s and 70s, particularly in Bermuda
and Trinidad.  

Unattributable Briefs: Act One features paintings, drawings and archival
reproductions from The National Archives. The works are a part of Loewe’s
practice-based PhD research, using recently declassified records from the Foreign &
Commonwealth Office as source material. This body of research interrogates the
role that the British government took in suppressing Caribbean Black Power at this
critical moment for Independence.



Bermuda and Trinidad occupy distinctly different positions in this history – Trinidad
having gained independence in 1962, whereas Bermuda continues to be a British
Territory to this day.

One series included in the exhibition is The Old Devonshire Church Fire, Bermuda,
twelve paintings on paper exploring an arson attack in 1970. The church in question
was rebuilt twice during Britain’s colonial rule, bringing into question whose labour
was used to do this. History told from a position of power makes it possible to view
acts of resistance as moments of violent individualism or mindless destruction. The
series reiterates that at many points in history fire has been the only viable tool of
dissent for black people.

Unattributable Briefs: Act One focuses on the actions taken by Caribbean Black
Power activists striving for self-determination. This will be followed by Unattributable
Briefs: Act Two in 2023 at Orleans House Gallery. The second iteration highlights the
operations that the British government took against Caribbean activists, such as
unattributable propaganda.

Rudy Loewe is a visual artist who uses painting and drawing to address black
histories, Caribbean folklore and gender & sexuality. Their practice interrogates what
has become truth in the collective memory, envisaging alternate futures that centre
black queer and trans experience.

Loewe’s approach to painting speaks to their background in comics and illustration,
combining text with image and sequential narrative. Bold and colourful acrylic is used
in the works to juxtapose the voices of black resistance with that of the British state.
The works call into question the dominant retelling of independence from the British
Empire and its lasting legacies. 

Rudy Loewe graduated in 2018 with an MFA from Konstfack, Sweden, receiving the
Rektor Stavenowska award for academic excellence. They received the
Arbetstipendium from the Swedish Arts Council in 2019 to continue researching
British and Swedish colonial legacies. In 2020 Loewe was Artist In Residence at The
Serpentine Gallery. Loewe began their practice-based PhD at the University of the
Arts London in 2021. Recent exhibitions include New Contemporaries, Humber
Street Gallery & South London Gallery; Back to Earth, Serpentine Gallery; NAE
Open 22, New Art Exchange; The Summer Exhibition, Royal Academy. Loewe has
been a member of several collectives: Brown Island (Sweden), Collective Creativity
(UK) and Grounding Future(s) (Sweden).

For further information please contact: info@staffordshirest.com

Accessibility
There is step free access to the building via the door to the left of the main entrance. There is a
wheelchair accessible toilet available. Face masks are encouraged when visiting the gallery.

mailto:info@staffordshirest.com


Events

Reading Group: Black Power
Part 1 : Tuesday 15th November 6-8pm
Part 2 : Tuesday 22 November 6-8pm

In these sessions Rudy Loewe will introduce selected texts and we will read them collectively,
with space to discuss. No prior reading required. Light refreshments provided. Reading tbc.
Covid safety: Please do a lateral flow test on the day of the event prior to attending.

Panel Discussion: Archives and Artistic Practice

Thursday 17 November 6-8pm
As a part of the programme for Unattributable Briefs: Act One there will be a panel
discussion with Ajamu X, Onyeka Igwe, Jacob V Joyce and Rudy Loewe; followed by Q&A. In
this session the speakers will discuss using archives within artistic practice, particularly those
with a relationship to black resistance movements and colonial legacies. This is an in-person
event that will be recorded and available after the event.
Covid safety: If attending in person, please do a lateral flow test on the day of the

event prior to attending.

Community Day
Saturday 26 November 1-6pm

To close the last weekend of the Unattributable Briefs: Act One exhibition, there will

be a free Community Day event. This will include an exhibition tour with Rudy Loewe,

a creative family friendly workshop and music from Black Obsidian Sound System.

Free Caribbean food will be served.

Notes

Staffordshire St http://www.staffordshirest.com
Staffordshire St is an independent project space in Peckham, South East London. The venue
facilitates arts and cultural events and provides affordable studios for artists, makers and
designers.  The venue was recently established as an art gallery, before then it was for many
years a community centre and originally it was built as a Methodist Hall. Staffordshire St will
build on the established record of these histories, opening up again to the neighbourhood
and developing a welcoming interdisciplinary arts space. More information on upcoming
events at : info@staffordshirest.com or @staffordshirest

Admission: FREE

Thursday–Friday 12-8pm

Saturday - Sunday 12–6pm or by
appointment

49 Staffordshire Street, London SE15 5TJ
Transport: 12 minute walk from Queens
Road Peckham or Peckham Rye
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